
Introduction:

Who are you as an organisation?

Who is this policy for?

What policies does it refer to/link with? For example, the Child Protection Policy.

NB make sure one policy doesn’t contradict another – if your CPP says you need two disclosure checked

adults in the room, that should apply online too.

Children, Young People and Vulnerable Persons
Online Safeguarding Policy

– A template with prompts you can adapt.
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Aim:

The aim of this policy is to clearly outline the principles of how to operate safely when working with
children, young people and vulnerable persons online.

Definitions:

Define what you mean by Child and Vulnerable person.

Explain any acronyms and shorthand terms that are mentioned below.

Resources:

There are a multitude of rapidly evolving resources available online, but at the time of writing, three key
resources stood out as useful, clear and effective advice.

If working with CYP/VPs over several sessions, an online safety agreement should be developed together.
This template is an excellent resource: https://www.childnet.com/ufiles/Online-safety-agreement.pdf

Net-Aware has some specific advice around using zoom: https://www.net-aware.org.uk/networks/zoom/

And the NSPCC Keeping Children Safe Online covers all of the areas of consideration when ensuring
safeguarding CYP/VP online.
https://www.nspcc.org.uk/keeping-children-safe/online-safety/

Zoom accessibility tools: https://zoom.us/accessibility

Skype accessibility tools: https://support.skype.com/en/faq/fa34825/accessibility-features-in-skype?
q=accessibility

https://www.childnet.com/ufiles/Online-safety-agreement.pdf
https://www.net-aware.org.uk/networks/zoom/
https://www.nspcc.org.uk/keeping-children-safe/online-safety/
https://zoom.us/accessibility
https://support.skype.com/en/faq/fa34825/accessibility-features-in-skype?q=accessibility


What do you expect of your staff and team in terms of social media interaction, especially with
participants?

Do you need parents to be in the room during an online session (even if not on camera)?

What guidelines/code of conduct do you need to set out at the beginning?

What are your online safety rules? You can use the childnet.com Internet Safety Agreement template
to draw up the list if you’ve not already.

The agreement could include times and scheduling expectations
Reminder not to share private information like contact details
Expected behaviour – for example, showing kindness and respect to all
Who should a participant talk to if they’re worried about something they’re experiencing online?
How can a participant complain?

Who should your staff/team report a problem to?  

Points on how the staff/team can ensure the activities are inclusive and accessible

How should a session start and end? Is there a regular check in? What’s the routine?

Guidelines for Session Leaders

In many cases working in the digital space carries the same considerations as setting up a face to face to
session or workshop.

Some points to consider here:
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Responding to suspicions, accusations and allegations

Bearing in mind that disclosure may take other forms online. Your Child or Vulnerable Adult Protection
Policies might need updating to reflect this. For example, staff may witness activity in a participant’s
home that is concerning.

Disclosure guidance often relies on being able to refer people to local services if they need additional
support. Online offers an opportunity to be open to participants from further afield but it’s important to
consider the risks of working with people who won’t be able to connect to these local services, and how
you will deal with those risks. 

Research suggests that some people self-disclose or act out more frequently or intensely online than
they would in person due to distancing factors. Younger people or psychologically vulnerable people may
be particularly prone to what’s known as online “disinhibition”.

https://www.childnet.com/ufiles/Online-safety-agreement.pdf


When using Zoom, Skype, WhatsApp or other video conferencing/calling

Before the meeting: 

• How are you controlling entry? Are you using the Triple Lock? (New Meeting ID for every event,
password/passcode and waiting room enabled).

• Settings: Have you set them up to reduce disruptive or disrespectful behaviour? For example, are you
allowing screen sharing by all? What about private chat?

• Clean Sound: For larger groups, make sure mute on arrival is set so there isn’t a lot of unwanted noise.
Make it clear that you will mute someone if there is unwanted sound coming from their mic.

• Accessibility: it’s important to consider how to use video calling with CYP/VP who have a sensory
impairment. Zoom and Skype have keyboard shortcuts and closed captions/subtitling available. If using live
captioning, consider asking participants to use headsets or head phones with a mic on them if available, as
this will make their speech clearer. Make sure you are in good light and sit in the right position to increase
the ease of lip reading. Both Zoom and Skype also have integrations for use with assistive technologies such
as windows narrator or Jaws. Using a TV (with HDMI cable connected to laptop, or through smart TV) can help
for participants with visual impairment. If an interpreter is part of the session (when using zoom), use gallery
view.

• Team: Have two responsible adults in the room. One is the host and make the other one a co-host.

• Schedule: Think about the length of the session. Online sessions are often more tiring than offline sessions
(partly because of the extra work you are having to do to process physical cues and body language). It will be
more tiring for participants with a sensory impairment. 

• Facilitation: Think about pacing the session, and how you can manage everyone’s input so that it doesn’t
become chaotic, and so that everyone has a chance to contribute. A facilitator may need to be more robust
than in an offline space to help people understand when they can speak. 

Consider how you might manage disruptive or distracting behaviours that result from people being in their
home spaces – how might it affect your session if someone is constantly moving around on video, for
example? 

Bear in mind that in some formats people might join at random times during the session; how will you
manage this? 

It is also important to be clear what support you can and cannot offer to participants online. Do not promise
something that you aren’t qualified to deliver. If you are a practitioner rather than an arts therapist, for
example, be clear to manage participants’ expectations about the depth of support you can offer. Clarity is
key.

• Setting: Think about where you are in your home, what you are wearing for the meeting etc. Don’t share any
personal information, dress appropriately and ensure you either use a plain background or a virtual one. 

• Security: Do you need to share your screen at any point? If so, don’t forget to check that you aren’t sharing
emails or personal information by accident.
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• Agreement: Spend a period at the start of the session (as you would offline) establishing an agreement for
how you will work together. By having a loose contract with participants that everyone can add to, you will be
establishing a culture of trust and safety. Consider whether it is appropriate for confidentiality to be agreed
between participants, for example. Inviting people to share only what they feel comfortable with, for
example, signals that it is not expected that participants share personal or emotionally sensitive information
about themselves. 

• Tech: It is important that you fully understand the software you are using or to choose software that meets
your participants needs and does not create additional anxiety about learning new skills or expending
unnecessary data, which both protects the privacy of the group and supports your ability to facilitate with
confidence.

During the meeting: 

• Introduction: Explain how you are going to facilitate the session, explain the role of anyone else you are
working with to manage the session and an outline of the content. 

• Recording: Make it clear you are not going to record the session, unless there is a specific need and all
permissions from parents/young people, dependant on age, are in place. If recording does take place,
explain how it will be used, who it will be shared with, how it will be stored and for how long, in line with
GDPR legislation.

• Tech: Consider explaining to participants what you will do if the technology fails; for example, that you will
try to reconnect, but that if this fails repeatedly, you will contact participants to rearrange. 

• Audio Option: Some people may prefer not being visible, or may not want to share images of their homes.
Offer everyone the option to use audio only. 

• Group introduction: Make sure you allow people to introduce themselves in an ordered way so that
everyone in the space is acknowledged. 

• Distractions: It’s a tricky time to be working at home for many people, especially those with caring
responsibilities. Remain focused during the session as much as you can, but if you need to leave temporarily
for any reason, explain what you are doing; absence of attention can be magnified in online spaces and can
hamper open discussion. 
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When using social media platforms

• Bear in mind that for some people social media is familiar and easy to use, for others it is opaque. It can
be a welcoming and exciting space, but it can also be a threatening space. 

• Are you using an open platform (like Facebook or Twitter) that allows many people to see what is being
posted, or a relatively closed platform (like WhatsApp)? What are the implications of the platform you are
using for your privacy and that of your colleagues/participants? Spend some time exploring the privacy
and security settings of the platform before you consider working in these spaces. 

• If you are using an ‘open’ space please consider the risks of trolling. Do you understand how to ‘block’
people and control your privacy settings?


